Smart Sewage Cleaning System
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ABSTRACT: To avoid the impacts from the sewage waste and its harmful gasses, we proposed the smart cleaning system. Here, smart arm and E-Bucket plays an important role. Such as smart arm is used to lift the sewage. And the E-Bucket (Electronic bucket) support evaporation of the water from waste & convert it into dry matters. This is also preventing the mosquito generation from the wastage. Smart cleaning system is also an automatic functioning system. There, the above processes are performed spontaneously with the help of ARM board (ARDUINO). After the evaporation process the waste is easily add with government wastage bank by the street cleaning sweepers without any kind of affection of the Bactria’s and the sewage flues from the waste.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart Sewage Cleaning System is the automatic functional network using smart arm extraction and E-Bucket heating. In reference paper [2], there drainage system cleaner has three major parts which are the Propeller, the Cleaner and the Pan all make up for its effective functioning. Like as our system have three kinds of parts shovel, Release and evaporation. The proposed system overcomes the criticism about automation for domestrial purpose such as street sewage cleaning process. Adequate cleaning process is carried over by smart arm, E-Bucket and ARDUINO & Driver circuit (LM293).

II. HARDWARE DISCRIPTION

Smart Sewage cleaning System includes (fig2) Smart Arm, E-Bucket and Arduino board & Driver IC (LM293). The arm is made in the form of hydraulic stamp just like as JCP’s front arm. The ARM length will be adjusted based on corresponding sewage length. Automatic operation of the ARM is performed by the ARDUINO program. Interfacing of the ARDUINO with the hydraulic stamp (smart arm) is achieved by the help of driver circuit.LM293 IC (L293D) is perform the role of driver circuit. Because we cannot control the motor directly by ARDUINO, with the help of the driver circuit we can do automation in ARDUINO. The L293D works on the concept of typical H-bridge, a circuit which allows the high voltage to be flown in either direction. In a single L293D IC there two H-bridge circuits which can rotate two DC motors independently.

As per Fig2 there two separate motors are applied to rotation and movement of the Smart Arm such as motor [A], motor [B]. One is support the shoveling process. Another one is support the rotation for deposit the waste inside the bucket. There motor [A] is connecting with hydraulic stamp when it run, the arm under goes to moving. By using of the hydraulic stamp, here the sewage is shoveled. The shoveled waste directly deposit on the E-bucket by taking the small rotation of the motor [B].

E-Bucket is nothing but the Electronic bucket. It includes the temperature sensor, relay and heating coil. When the waste deposited on the place of E-bucket there temperature sensor reading is varied (fig1). Normally, the room temperature reading is 30-32 degree.
In reference paper [1], there they carry harmful gasses as well as here the system which removes the harmful water from the waste. In Fig.1 the variance of the temperature sensor reading make there the relay under goes to on position hence it allows the supply in the form of current or voltage. A type of relay that can handle the high power required to directly control an electric motor or other loads is called a contactor. Solid-state relay control the power circuits with no moving parts, instead using a semiconductor device to perform switching. The supply power is feed to heating coil. The heating coil is nothing but the coils which execute the output in the form of heat. The emitted heats are making the evaporation of water. By, the way evaporation of the water from the waste is removed.

III. SOFTWARE DISCRIPTION

Arduino Integrated development environment (IDE), is used for programming. Which is a cross-platform application written in Java. It originated from the IDE for the Processing programming language project and the Wiring project. It is designed to introduce programming to artists and other newcomers unfamiliar with software development. It includes a code editor with features such as syntax highlighting, brace matching, and automatic indentation, and provides simple one-click mechanism for compiling and loading programs to an Arduino board.

IV. DEVICES AND METHODS

At, the beginning stage the program according to the smart arm rotation is uploaded in Arduino board. There four kinds of process is carried out such as,
- Shoveling
- Shovel stop
- Arm rotation
- Shovel release.

When the program is uploaded in ARDUINO the shoveling operation is start. In our program the motor rotation and movements are based on the high and low pulses. To activate the motors the LM293 (driver circuit) is used. There are two Enable pins on L293D. Pin 1 (left H-bridge) and pin 9 (right H-bridge). To drive the corresponding motor, pin 1 or 9 need to be set to HIGH. If either pin 1 or pin 9 goes low then the motor in the corresponding section will suspend working.

The four Input pins for the L293D are pin 2 and 7 on the left and pin 15 and 10 on the right as shown on the pin diagram. Left input pins will regulate the rotation of motor connected on the left side and right input for motor on the right hand side. The motors are rotated on the basis of the inputs provided at the input pins as LOGIC 1 or LOGIC 0. Assuming a motor connected on left side output pins (pin 3, 6).

- Pin 2 = Logic 1 and Pin 7 = Logic 0 | Clockwise Direction
- Pin 2 = Logic 0 and Pin 7 = Logic 0 | Idle [No rotation] [Hi-Impedance state]
- Pin 2 = Logic 1 and Pin 7 = Logic 1 | Idle [No rotation]

The voltage (Vcc) needed to for its own working is 5V but L293d will not use that Voltage to drive DC Motors. That means you should provide that voltage (36V maximum) and a maximum current of 600mA to drive the motors (maximum resistance 60 ohms).

Then, the further process carried on. Such as temperature sensor’s reading varied at the time, which active the relay hence power supply is feed to heating coil. Then, the heating coil start its process by the way evaporation is done. Here the output temperature reading such as;
V. DEVICE LOCATION

Smart swage cleaning device placed in the corner of the street sewage path. It is the stable one because of it does the cleaning process for some periodic sequence. There sewage cleaning process is carried out two times of per week. Timing settings are provided in ARDUINO program. Our consideration, we set the timing like as, each, 3rd day such as Wednesday the above detailed cleaning process is carried out automatically. By, the way Wednesday and Sunday is choose for cleaning.

Fig3: Flow chart diagram
Fig3: shows how the cleaning sequence is carried out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEPS</th>
<th>PROCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Start</td>
<td>The shoveling is initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shovel</td>
<td>Shovel is carried on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. conditional</td>
<td>It checks the shovel is finished or not. If the process is over then it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diagram</td>
<td>goes to next step otherwise it wait for finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Deposition</td>
<td>Deposition process is carried out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. conditional</td>
<td>It checks the temperature sensor reading is stable or not. If the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diagram</td>
<td>reading was varied then it do next step. Otherwise keeps rest state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Relay on</td>
<td>Relay is under goes to on position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evaporation</td>
<td>After on position of relay which make the evaporation process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The further security of the cleaning device is accessed by folding. And, the bucket also in a secured box.

a. Details and Buildup

In the proposed system (Fig2) the most important elements are,

- ARDUINO board which provide the automation of the whole system.
- LM293 driver which provide the control of two motors &also make interface of Arduino.
- LM35D Temperature sensor which provide the information of waste deposition by the variance of its reading.
- Relay which provides the switching processes according to the reading of LM35.
- Heating coil which provide energy in the form of heat for evaporation.

1. Salient feature

Program alternation: In case of abnormal situation, such as raining season, the cleaning process will be increased by two. Such as four times of per week. And the sewage stocking level also is varied. According to the environment and nature of the sewage size and amount of the stocked sewage the modified smart arm size will be attached.

Heating hours: The heating hours normally depend on the water content of the sewage. For example 1liter water could take 30 minutes for evaporation. Hear the heating hours are set by the temperature reading.

Fault Monitoring: In case of abnormal situation, the fault is determined by glowing of led. Which connect with relay if the heating process is does not carry out then it gives the minimum supply to led to glow. By the way the fault is found out.

Power supply: Supply is feed to the whole system by the solar panel. According the size and stock level the power will be vary.

VII. ADVANTAGES

✓ Used for domestic sewage cleaning
✓ Reduces the sweepers work and also used to prevent the disease such as razes, malaria and other bacteria
✓ Avoid the mosquito generation from the waste.
✓ Simplest one
✓ Easy to use
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Today the modern era has so many technologies for make our life sophisticated. Like that cleaning process is also play an important role. Such as our Smart Cleaning System do the domestic purpose cleaning perfectly and prevent the mosquito generation from the sewage by the way malaria, flu etc diseases are avoided. In future the automation cleaning system will be lies on each separate house sewage cleaning system.
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